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The political-economy of knowledge 

production

- Key-Competences (OECD)

- Knowledge Production

- Knowledge Value and ECTS

- Institutional Production and Alienation

- Knowledge and Competition

- Knowledge and Experiences



Knowledge as commodity

Let‟s assume that knowledge is a commodity which fulfils the 
criteria of use value and exchange value. Without the 
fulfilment of this requirement educational qualifications would 
be without any substance, a sham. 

In our case the value is compounded by a certain number of 
ECTS points leading to certificate would only be a “signifier”. 
The essential elements of the use value are only realized 
whilst being used by consumption or transformed to be a 
credit-voucher (the credential).



Knowledge and competition

The analysis of the structural reform shows 
how the rules of the game are legitimized. The 
process also creates the platform on which 
the competition between rival institutions 
takes place. The game is established and 
accepted by the participants. They also 
recognize the outcome as a "fair" impact on 
their future as looser and winners.



…the Fordistic “Factory-School”

disciplining the future workforce

…the Toyota-School: “new knowledge” communicated in the school 
system is limited by a narrow instrumental frame within which the fields 
of innovation, originality and social reflection is restricted.

…the Flexible Accumulation

The new aims of profitability of flexible accumulation – the priority of 
financial speculation – created and expanded new arenas, the public 
sectors like "schools, healthcare, government, [which] find ways to be 
profitable themselves, that is, to act like businesses (...) the metaphor 
of the market became more than a metaphor and extended the range 
of the market.” (Shumar, 1997, p. 82)



The "ideal type" of lecturing

The single lecture is often described in a model telling the content, the 

students learning outcome, materials and work forms. The issue is that 

alternative approaches are disappeared. A profit accumulating 

organization has to manage cost-benefit, accounting and to minimize 

the expenditures, especially the amount of calculated work load. 

The consequence is a decrease and limitation of the professional 

staffs' control over their own jobs; this means a solution which is in 

absolute contrast to what is evident for most research about work 

environment: the influence and control of one's own work are the key 

point for personal satisfaction and a good work environment.



The "ideal type" of student

The ideal type of student gets her certificate in shortest possible time, 
using less work hours of the professional staff and so makes the 
institution more effective and competitive on the market. 
The neoliberal structures constitute – directly or indirectly – the aims 
and content of the assimilation process of neo-liberal ideology and are 
neglecting the active citizen as such. 

The workload as the individual student invests in her personal studies 
is calculated in the ECTS. 
ECTS is pre-designed and defines scholarly work: to study, read, listen 
and learn, doing home work structured and practiced in a way as in 
traditional secondary schools and high schools. The goals of university 
colleges and universities are to get students socialized to be capable 
to manage themselves to accumulate the “academic currency” as easy 
and effective as possible.



The question is: 

How do we gain back and keep the awareness of the social, 

liberating and empowering interests? How can academics in 

tertiary education and universities mobilize and resist serving 

the reductionist purpose and a new competition school

(konkurrence staten; Pedersen)?



The emphasis is upon performance and it should be no 

surprise that the performance of education systems, schools, 

teachers and students is frequently expressed in terminology 

more usually associated with industrial production –

• output, 

• quality control, 

• accountability and 

• human resource management.



The ideology of performance serves a mechanism through 

which success of the economic project is demonstrated in 

incontestable, „neutral‟ valuations and as a device through 

which regulates in a similarly incontestable „neutral‟ manner, 

the competitions between individuals.



Discourses of Reforms of Public Service in a Modernized State



The Performance discourse is about measurement; about regulation; as 

well as about shaping and disciplining subjective identities.

“Performativity is a technology, a culture and a mode of regulation, or a 

system of „terror‟ in Lyotard‟s words, that employs judgments, comparisons 

and displays as means of control, attrition and change. The performances 

(of individual subjects or organizations) serve as measures of productivity 

or output, or displays of „quality‟, or „moments‟ of promotion…or inspection. 

They stand for, encapsulate and represent the worth, quality or value of an 

individual within a field of judgment.” Ball (1999)



The discourse of accountability is a discourse through 

which performance is audited and displayed and in which the 

significances of financial accounting are applied to social 

processes and defend the supremacy of performativity 

(Evetts, J., 2003).



The discourse of surveillance can be described by 

Bentham„s panopticon, i.e. is a prison in which prisoners are 

separated from each other and believe that those in authority 

can observe them at any time. The pressure is, therefore, 

upon self-regulation.



Modernisation of the State In Advanced Capitalist Societies



The Discourse of Competition

The dynamic of free market capitalism is competition, as both an 

accumulation strategy and the method of regulating the means 

and the social relations of production. In a globalized economy, both 

entrepreneurs and transnational corporations are in a permanent state 

of competition. The competitions are over the creation and 

appropriation of surplus value. They are, therefore, in competitions 

over levels of investment, over energy, materials and labour costs and 

competitions over sale prices in the distribution of commodities and 

services.



Transformations of Work Processes in Modernized Public Sector Employment



Alienation in Modernized Work Processes of Public Sector (Semi-)Professionals



The replacement of bureaucratic order by flexible goal orientation and 

contracting policies serves the idea of freedom in an “active society” 

proclaimed by the OECD. (OECD 1990; 1988) 

In this context an active society means organizational and 

institutional flexibility as well as competitive citizen legitimated by 

the concept of positive freedom. (Michel Schertges/Jensen)



Here positive freedom is both a mystification and an illusion. A 

mystification on the (inter)national meso- and macro-level so as to 

legitimize the neo-liberal notion of freedom leaving out substantial 

preconditions formulated in the concept of negative freedom and on 

the micro-level an illusion because it promotes the concept of false 

autonomy amplifying individual alienation and one-dimensionality. 

(Michel Schertges/Jensen)



Dialectic between positive and negative freedom?

The concept of negative freedom is a domain of action of   

non-interference by others (Berlin)

whereas 

positive freedom is to be understood as self-mastery. 

(cf. Svan 2003: 117)

>>> Societal conditions?



This notion of false autonomy correspondents with the ideas 

of meritocracy and serves both social injustice and the 

development of false consciousness while veiling the societal 

relations und neglecting the social coercions being subject to 

all citizens within the given formation of society.



Whether men are free is determined by the rights and duties 

established by the major institutions of society. Liberty is a 

certain pattern of social forms. 

(Rawls 1999: 55 f.)



The privatization of institutions of education is 

advertised as freeing the citizens from the chains 

of the state while in reality bereaving the citizens 

of the preconditions of negative freedom but especially the 

societal conditions to act and live “freely”.

>> responsibility, untouchable >> notion of arbitrariness



Arbitrary power is

…an act of the will not guided nor restricted by any law. It is 

characteristic of all absolute governments to become 

arbitrary, but in theory we can well conceive of a power 

without external limits, which would impose limits to itself and 

respect the limits thus selfimposed.

(cf. Block 2004)



“But it would be an error to look for arbitrary power only 
in despotic states.”

(…)

In modern democratic states these “cases of arbitrary power 
should be charged to the account of the discretionary power 
which the laws are obliged to leave to a considerable number 
of officials, or rather to the account of citizens who submit to 
the abuse of power without making use of the legal defense 
at their command.” (cf. Block 2004) 



Despotism provided by neo-liberal promotion of freedom

…legislation and other government action to shift the balance 
between employer and employee in favour of the former, and 
the corresponding weakening of the bargaining capacities of 
unions.

…changes in public service organisation involving a move 
away from established patterns of bureaucratic rationality and 
towards a more entrepreneurial form of organisation 
characterised by the identification of cost-centres, the 
application of user-pays principles, allowing managers to 
manage (Hindes 2000: 72)



Societal-Arbitrariness



Social-ignorance can be observed on the micro (and meso)-

level by societal decision-maker like politicians, economists, 

entrepreneurial bureaucrats as well as public servants –

alienated by economic and instrumental reason – introducing 

and establishing structures of arbitrary power following the 

agenda of supra- and international competition without 

reflection of its need.

(Michel-Schertges/Jensen) macro: untouchable



Institutional-arbitrariness comprises deregulations of 

institutional commitments and responsibilities such as the 

change from full-employees to temporary worker, contracting 

policies and all kinds of weakening of legally bindings.

(Michel-Schertges/Jensen) meso: deregulation



Institutional-arbitrariness is a new form of societal rules of 

social obligations on the micro-level and social-indifference

is the erosion of societal rules laws serving to prevent 

irresponsible effects of contemporary capitalism in the name 

of social peace and social integration of all social layers and 

classes on the macro-level.

(Michel-Schertges/Jensen) micro: irresponsibility/(un)social 

praxis



Corresponding Neo-liberal „freedoms“





How influence these structures the individual within 

the institution and the realm of praxis?

Two concepts of alienation/reification...

Adorno: Concept of semi-Bildung (reification)

Lefebvre: Fragmentation of social praxis (alienation)



Socialized Semi-Bildung

as a ”sediment of negative objective intellect”

”Coagulated” Culture

- aristocratic academic

- muff/mustiness n the govn

- homo academicus

- musealization of knowledge

Commodification of 

Bildung

- reification

- economical rationality

- performativity

- accountability

- surveillance

- etc.



Lefebvre: Social Praxis

- everyday life vs. everydayness

- fragmentation of social life

(regime question)

- solidarity and collective consciousness

- transduction, induction, deduction (see also Marcuse)



Social praxis (creativity)

…is a reflexive mode of 

“mutual action” depending on 

the free will and creative 

action of individuals.

Institutional(ized) praxis 

(creativity)

…is a mode of action depending 

on existing “unliberated” content 

and structures limiting the range of 

creativity 

Radio interview between Adorno and Gehlen:

A: creating an autonomous individual (Subjekt)

G: giving the indiviual institutions (Objekt)

DEMOCRACY

Subjectively responsing objects

vs. objectively acting subjects (Kilian 1971)



Methodology
Expert / group interviews, 

Concerning different cultures?

Group of interest:

- Academic  workers

- Students

(- Administration)

- Autobiographic-narrative interviews

- Theme-oriented interviews -

worklife, social praxis, etc...

- performativity, accountability, surveillance, competition, standardization; 

ideal student, ideal teaching; ideal research; manual thinking; 

positive/negative freedom; economical reason; institutionalized praxis; 

social praxis; 

other indicators...



THANKS for listening...



- A free and democratic society needs democratic education and  
education for democracy. 

- Neglecting education as a democratic infrastructure means to abandon 
the actor‟s potentials and to sell the crippled rests of the individuals on 
the market. 

- Universities are to be the place of associations of free individuals 
building together in social processes and intellectual confrontations –
not competitions – the basis of individuals and collective values that 
are both democratic and work related. 

- The “educational surplus value” has to be aligned to originality, 
imagination towards the idea of a good life instead of fulfilling the idea 
of delimiting social freedom, standardization and market ideology. 
(Jensen/Michel Schertges)




